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LOGISTICS LEANS IN

OPPORTUNITIES FOR THE CHANGING LANDSCAPE OF EUROPEAN WAREHOUSING

- Covid-19 impact: shifting drivers away from GDP to online retail sales and lack of ‘modern’ stock
- Successful assets to comprise technologies that optimize supply chains and enhance wellbeing
- Logistics retains defensive characteristics; healthy demand and tenants that generally pay on time
- Opportunities exist across the risk spectrum e.g. reposition obsolete stock to sell to core investors

Econometric models have traditionally employed macro-economic variables, namely GDP, to forecast logistics performance. In 2020, accelerated online sales highlighted the already rising ‘disconnect’ between logistics market trends and economic growth, with European take up levels reaching record high volumes (+11 million sqm), whilst GDP in select European economies reached up to double-digit negative figures\(^1\). This growing negative correlation suggests it is time to search beyond GDP for factors impacting future logistics performance (see figure 1).

**Figure 1: Index of logistics take up vs EU GDP (Index 2007 = 100)**

![Graph showing the index of logistics take up vs EU GDP from 2007 to 2020](image)

Source: PMA Q1 2021, Europa Capital Q2 2021

The virus outbreak in 2020 highlighted the importance of supply chain resilience, prompting calls for holding more inventory or reshoring production. But thanks to technology, market players are enhancing the productivity and use of logistics facilities, which in turn is impacting the design of industrial buildings. Going forward, more profound changes are expected in the European logistics sector including ESG policies to optimize energy usage and the adoption of WELL certifications to attract and retain talent\(^2\).

This study reviews the evolving meaning of ‘modern’ logistics stock, away from standard ‘sheds’ to highly specified automated assets. In particular, the study reviews the implications of these evolving trends on core and value add investment strategies.

The study concludes that compared to other commercial sectors, logistics properties are likely to retain the classic characteristics that institutional investors consistently pursue; healthy demand from occupiers that sign

---

\(^1\) Source: PMA Q2 2021  
\(^2\) Founded in 2013, WELL is the leading certification for advancing health and well-being in buildings globally
relatively longer leases, in turn underpinning steady cash flows. In addition, the pandemic has highlighted the opportunity to upgrade stock by implementing supply chain efficiencies through better data analytics as well as environments that focus on people’s health and wellbeing.

DEMAND

The acceleration of ecommerce

Select global regions are expected to reach online penetration rates above 30% by 2025 (see figure 2), suggesting that demand for logistics assets will continue to reach new record levels over the forecast horizon. This notion is further supported by Prologis’ estimate that every 1% of additional online sales in the US will require an additional two million sqm of logistics space, largely due to online retailers offering more product variety and needing more stock buffers. A similar exercise applied to major Eurozone markets shows that the majority of logistics space will be required in Germany (+10 million sqm) followed by the UK over the next decade (+8 million sqm), in line with forecast online penetration rates.

Figure 2: Online spending, select global regions (% total retail sales)

In the next section, we review the characteristics of new stock at a time when technology advancements and certifications are shaping the design of industrial buildings.

SUPPLY

Logistics - the shed gets a makeover

Today, ‘modern’ logistics real estate of the type typically held by institutions, is broadly comprised of two main groups: regional logistics warehouses above 10,000sqm and urban last-mile assets below 10,000sqm. The purpose of both is to keep goods in motion; the former between regions and the latter from the edge of cities directly to the consumer. The destination of goods determines an asset’s location and occupier type, namely logistics operators or distributors of manufacturers, online or omni-channel retailers among others. But with

---

3 Source: “Accelerated retail evolution could bolster demand for well-located logistics space”, Prologis June 2020
4 Source: “Higher online share to boost logistics demand by 15%” Capital Economics, November 2020
online retail sales in 2020 accelerating up to three years ahead of schedule, landlords will need to provide more automation to achieve scalability, precision, and efficiency to handle the growing volume of product demanded through ecommerce.

In North America, market players are already seeking ways to improve efficiencies in the supply chain. In 2018, Prologis opened a ‘Lab’ in San Francisco (a 13,000 sqft warehouse), to experiment with Internet of Things systems, loading and sorting equipment, warehousing optimization tools and more. More recently a smaller ‘Lab’ was opened in Amsterdam focusing on creating ‘digital twins’ to track the movement of goods and Building Information Models of existing facilities.5

In summary, logistics assets were previously considered standard boxes with little variation between building specifications. Going forward, ‘modern’ stock with automated components will be far more bespoke.

**Net zero carbon logistics**

There is a growing industry consensus that sustainable practices are not a trend, but a responsibility. As we prepare for the transition to Net Zero Carbon (NZC) by 2050, logistics assets do not set out to perform well, having generated meaningful ‘embodied’ carbon at the construction phase through the erection of their steel frames.6 Moreover, modern assets with automated components also need higher power supply, further contributing to emissions throughout the operating lifecycle.

Carbon offsetting solutions include achieving certification such as BREEAM which has made a name for itself in logistics, not only due to being internationally recognized, but also because it puts a strong emphasis on green infrastructure surrounding buildings. Emissions can also be partly offset by integrating renewable energy sources, such as solar panels on roofs to create electric grids, which lowers total occupation costs.

**Health & wellbeing**

Perhaps the most radical aspect of innovation efforts in the logistics sector is the growing number of assets adhering to WELL standards (up to 26% of logistics completions since 2018 in the Netherlands).7 The WELL Building Standard is a performance-based system to measure, certify and monitor features of the built environment that impact human health and well-being, including air, water, nourishment, light, fitness, comfort, and mind.

The standard is usually associated with office buildings, where it is used to attract tenants with highly paid “knowledge workers”. The adaption of WELL in logistics properties highlights the difficulty in attracting and retaining warehouse employees.

**WHERE ARE THE INVESTMENT OPPORTUNITIES?**

**Core strategies**

Evidence from the UK suggests that lease lengths are shortening across all traditional real estate sectors except in the case of purpose-built logistics stock. For example, an MSCI study released earlier this year highlighted that some 60% of rental income in the UK Quarterly Property Index is currently tied to leases that either expire or have a break clause in the next five years. Similarly, among high street units and shopping centers, average lease

---

5 A digital twin is a virtual representation of a real-time digital counterpart of a physical object or process

6 Net Zero Carbon is when carbon emitted as a result of all activities associated with development, ownership and servicing of a building are zero or negative. Source: Better Building Partnership, Net Zero Carbon Framework, May 2021

7 Source: PMA, WELL Project Directory 2021
lengths in 2020 continued to drop to record lows; 5.8 years, down from 6.8 years in 2018\(^8\). That’s not to say that this trend spells the end of retail and office steady cash flows. Instead, income streams will more likely be linked to a landlord’s ability to look forward and imagine how these spaces can be used differently.

Conversely, core investors seeking secure income today, can find comfort in the typical lease lengths signed by European logistics operators, particularly new purpose-built stock (see figure 3). Research indicates that the UK leads the ranking (13 years), followed by Finland (12 years), Poland, Sweden and Germany (10 years).

**Figure 3: European purpose-built logistics lease lengths (years)**

![Figure 3: European purpose-built logistics lease lengths (years)](image)

Source: Savills Q1 2020

Lastly, logistics net operating income was impacted relatively less throughout the pandemic with occupier’s ability to pay rent never falling below 90% unlike other sectors (see figure 4).

**Figure 4: Rent collection since start of the pandemic by sector**

![Figure 4: Rent collection since start of the pandemic by sector](image)

Source: INREV Covid-19 Sentiment Survey 2021

This evidence further reinforces the long-term defensive characteristics of the logistics sector versus All Property, with annualized returns over the last 20 years driven by income (5.7%) rather than capital growth (2.0%) (See figure 5).

\(^8\) Source: Savills Q4 2020
Figure 5: Total returns (%): European All Property vs Logistics (20 years annualised)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total Return (%)</th>
<th>Capital growth (%)</th>
<th>Distributed income</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>All Property</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>3.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logistics</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: INREV 2021

Looking ahead, structural headwinds in the retail and office sectors mean that rental growth prospects are poor outside of the logistics sector. The logistics sector is therefore more likely to provide both defensive and outperforming qualities to core portfolios.

**Value Add strategies**

The supply response of the logistics sector is often considered a downside risk given the simple and fast construction cycles and low upfront investment. However, when comparing forecast online sales versus modern stock per capita in the US versus European regions, the provision of net new modern stock is justified (see figure 6).

Indeed at 2.5 sqm per household, modern logistics stock in the US is more than double the provision in select major European economies albeit projected online penetration rates in the US are far lower than in the EU or the UK (see figure 2), suggesting there is ample scope to meet the supply gap.

**Figure 6: Modern logistics stock per capita**

Source: Prologis 2021

And while evidence of rising construction material inflation in select European markets will likely chip away at the profitability of development in the short term, this is most likely to have been driven by the restarting of delayed office projects in 2020⁹. Beyond 2021, structural factors impacting office and retail demand, is likely to leave few sectors outside of logistics that will be driving commercial construction.

---

⁹ In the UK, construction output prices reached 2.2% y-o-y in Q1 2020, up from a record low of -0.3% in 2020. Source: ONS
Addressing human needs

The total logistics workforce in the European Union is 3.3 million and an average European facility employs over 100 people per 10,000 sqm of floor space\(^\text{10}\). Nevertheless, the difficulty in attracting and retaining talent is highlighted in CBRE’s European logistics occupier survey (see figure 7).

In 2019, Prologis developed ‘Four Tactics’ to support logistics real estate owners to attract, train, and retain labour, including improving the work environment, much like office environments. As discussed earlier, WELL certifications go some way into achieving this objective with one project in France currently experimenting with providing childcare services\(^\text{11}\).

**Figure 7: Which of the following external factors represent the three greatest challenges for your company’s future operations?**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cost escalation</td>
<td>40.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Labour shortages</td>
<td>35.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covid-19</td>
<td>30.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic uncertainty / Currency fluctuations</td>
<td>25.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Changing or softening consumer demand</td>
<td>20.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tighter regulation or legislation</td>
<td>15.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competition from ecommerce retail platforms</td>
<td>10.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Competition from emerging markets</td>
<td>5.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel prices / Transport costs</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental concerns</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geopolitical issues</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: European Logistics Occupier Survey, CBRE Q1 2021

**ESG Strategies – carrot or stick?**

Environmental concerns among logistics occupiers currently play a limited role in driving decision-making (see figure 7). A more recent global survey however, exposed a further nuance to the argument, highlighting that 40% of European occupiers consider energy efficiency solutions offering cost savings would escalate their sustainability agenda\(^\text{12}\).

Among investors, the requirement to comply with government-imposed standards such as NZC is likely to encourage a significant increase in compliance-led portfolio exposures. While the goal is not mandatory until 2050, many leading institutional investors, REITs and fund managers have committed to earlier targets\(^\text{13}\).

---

\(^\text{10}\) Source: Eurostat, Prologis Research. Total reflects NACE sector "warehousing and support activities for transportation"  
\(^\text{12}\) “The future of global logistics real estate – Demand, decarbonization, digitization, design”. A survey conducted in April 2021, comprising 720 logistics experts in 43 global countries. Source: JLL  
\(^\text{13}\) 87 Global Asset Managers (with $37 trillion of assets) have signed up to the Net Zero Asset Managers Initiative and, in the UK, 37 fund managers are BBP Climate Commitment Signatories.
Overall, we view this as a value-add opportunity to retrofit existing assets with carbon offsetting solutions such as solar panels or green certifications to create NZC products that appeal to institutions.

CONCLUSION

The systemic shock brought about by Covid-19 has resulted in a weakening relationship of future logistics trends to the health of the economy. Going forward, the performance of the sector is expected to be more driven by tenant solutions that enhance supply chain resilience to meet sudden surges in demand, as was the case in 2020. Moreover, the shortening of lease lengths across traditional real estate sectors, further supports the view that landlords can no longer afford to take on a passive management role. In the case of the logistics sector, value creation is no longer just about the location of an asset, but also about the landlord’s ability to provide a comprehensive solution to ‘customers’.

Looking ahead, automation, energy efficiency solutions and wellbeing certifications are likely to impact the asset’s income in terms of rental tone and lifecycle duration. Thus, we see this as an opportunity for value-add investors to repurpose obsolete stock with solutions that include access to technologies, access to a network of different locations and help with attracting and retaining employers. Once stabilized, core investors can expect to benefit from income streams underpinned by relatively longer leases compared to those traditionally seen in the office and retail sectors.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

CASE STUDY

Project Axis: Dutch and German Logistics Portfolio

In July 2021, Europa Capital completed the sale of a Dutch and German portfolio of urban logistics and warehouse assets to Strategic Industrial Real Estate, Arrow Capital Partners’ platform backed by Cerberus.

The 38-asset portfolio, is concentrated in key logistics and urban markets along major transport corridors in The Netherlands and Germany. In total, it provides c.360,000 sqm of accommodation, and is let to a diverse range of e-commerce and 3PL occupiers including Lekkerland, Deutsche Post Immobilien (DHL), Dutch Organic International Trade B.V., Fahrrad XXL Feld GmbH, CWS boco Deutschland GmbH.

The assets, which have been amassed since August 2018 were originally acquired by Europa Capital on a transaction by transaction basis on behalf of three different value add investment strategies covering urban logistics in Germany and The Netherlands and warehousing in Germany. The strategies were based on the premise of improving the occupancy and rental profile by letting vacant space and restructuring or extending leases.
This landmark sale represents one of the largest ever for Europa Capital and is the culmination of three successful investment strategies and multiple asset purchases. It also demonstrates Europa Capital’s track record of identifying and aggregating good quality assets in structurally supported sectors before crystallising strong returns on behalf of our investors through disposal.
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